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At the time of publication, the event  COP26 was taking place in Glasgow, UK. COP26 is the 2021 United Nations (UN) climate 
change conference. The UN has been holding global climate summits, or, ‘Conference of the Parties’ (COPs) for nearly three 
decades and strategies to limit average global temperature increases. The aim for these summits is to bring together countries to 
speak about climate change. In the years since the first summit, climate change has evolved from being a fringe issue to becoming 
a global priority. 

During COP26, world leaders will convene in Glasgow, alongside tens of thousands of negotiators, government representatives, 
businesses, and citizens for twelve days of talks. COP26 has a unique urgency, due to scientific research that has warned how 
dangerously close we are to passing the 1.5°C threshold, which will bring a multitude of dire consequences. 

Carbon remains in the atmosphere for decades, so we clearly need a dramatic global shift in direction without delay. Different 
sectors each have their own part to play in reducing carbon emissions. This e-guide will outline ways in which the tech sector can 
play its own part in tackling climate change. 

Introduction
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The right to repair is a growing movement in the US, UK, and EU where consumers have 
the option to decide who fixes their electronic items, rather than being tied to the original 
equipment manufacturer (OEM). This movement recognises the high environmental cost 
of a linear economy, or a take-make-waste society, particularly when it comes to electronic 
goods. 

Electronic waste, commonly known as e-waste, is the fastest growing waste stream in 
the world. E-waste ends up in landfills, is burned or illegally traded and treated in a sub-
standard way. The resulting effect is a huge loss of valuable and critical raw materials from 
the supply chain. It also causes severe societal, health, and environmental consequences 
through illegal shipments of waste to developing nations.

We must, therefore, start developing more circular attitudes. The circular economy poses 
an alternative to the linear model we see now, in which we encourage individuals and 
businesses to keep resources in use for as long as possible. This allows us to extract the 
maximum value from technology for instance, whilst in use, then recover and regenerate 
products and materials when they have reached their true end of life. 

With right to repair, there are various benefits to the customer. These include greater 
freedom to design whole systems, reduce vendor lock in, buy only what you need, 
increase performance for less money, and retain the equipment that is compatible for 
your needs rather than being forced to buy a potentially inferior option. Basically, the 
right to repair gives people back the right to design whole systems that work best for 
themselves. It is ideal to start from need and build appropriately, giving the consumer the 
power to pick and choose from suppliers.

Adoption of the right to repair will also bring job creation and economic benefits. It is 
predicted that 450,000 jobs in the UK in the next 15 years will be created as a result of 
right to repair legislation. In the US, for every 1000 tons of electronics, the repair industry 
creates 200 jobs, whilst recycling creates 15 and sending items to landfill only creates 1 job 
(source). Furthermore, a second hand iPhone is worth 50% of its new equivalent on the 
secondary market. If you recycle that iPhone it would only be worth 0.23% of its economic 
value.

Right to Repair

450,000
jobs created in the 
next 15 years

https://www.ifixit.com/Right-to-Repair/Jobs-Revolution
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The right to repair is a piece of US legislation that is currently in the works and aims to provide the practical means for individuals to repair 
their own electronic devices. The right to repair movement is gaining a lot of momentum in the US and we expect to hear more news on it 
next year. 

The language and messaging around right to repair ties into people’s emotions. The movement around right to repair began with agriculture 
and it ties to the American psyche of independence, self-reliance, and the land. The rationale behind right to repair speaks to emotive 
issues, such as who rightfully owns electronic equipment, the manufacturer or the consumer. Right to repair is also about trying to put an 
end to forced obsolescence and vendor locking. 

Annually, 54.7 million tons of e-waste is produced worldwide, and this is predicted to increase to 74.7 million tons by 2030. In the US, the 
average annual amount of e-waste per person is much higher than the global average at 46lbs/person. According to the EPA, approximately 
416,000 cell phones are thrown away every day in the US. It’s estimated that up to 40 % of the heavy metals in US landfills come from 
e-waste.

The benefits to be had for the US economy stemming from right to repair is encouraging. For instance, the right to repair could collectively 
save American households $40 billion annually. It would also lead to job creation - fixing easily repairable electronics would create a 
multitude of highly stable, local jobs.  

In the US
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Collectively, the EU and UK produce more than 12 million tonnes of e-waste annually. In 2020, the European Parliament held a vote calling 
for mandatory repairability scores for consumer electronics, plus other initiatives aimed at extending product life spans. The UK has agreed 
to enforce EU repair rules, Austria reduced taxes on small repairs, and France launched a repairability index for select electronics. 

The new EU right to repair laws mean that at the time of publication, new TVs, fridges, freezers, washing machines, washer-dryers, 
dishwashers and lighting products sold in the EU must meet minimum repairability requirements. Professional repairers will have access 
to spare parts for at least 7 years after a product is retired from the market. However, these regulations do not yet include many of the 
electronics that comprise the large percentage of e-waste; smartphones, computers and their accessories.

It’s clear that there is still progress to be made on right to repair. Businesses and customers alike are seeing the economic and 
environmental benefits of buying 2nd hand IT equipment that has been refurbished to a high-quality level. It is much better to have the 
freedom to choose and design systems, giving you improved performance bang for your energy and materials buck.

In the UK/ Europe

12 million
tonnes of e-waste 
annually produced by the 
EU and UK
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Benefits to customers

Green is the new  black
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Techbuyer wanted to understand what the drivers are for why people buy 2nd hand IT 
equipment. So we enlisted market research expertise and surveyed large customers who 
currently buy secondary equipment plus other customers who were not currently buying 
secondary equipment. 

Our market research found that customers who currently purchase secondary equipment 
do so based on cost and performance. They spent less on equipment and found that 
performance was equivalent or increased. They also appreciated having a large amount of 
choice in equipment from Techbuyer.

Our research also surveyed those who don’t currently buy secondary equipment. The 
reasons they provided included; it’s too cheap, too good to be true, there is a perceived 
performance risk, and a perception of failure. These respondents were concerned about 
being held responsible in their role in the event of equipment failure. They indicated that 
there is an assumption that equipment will be readily available on the new market. 

So Techbuyer started looking at what evidence there is to dispute these perceptions. This 
resulted in a 2-year project involving The University of East London. 

The outcome of this research was published in the peer-reviewed IEEE academic paper; 
‘IEEE Transactions on Sustainable Computing.’

Market Research

2 year
research project 
with UoEL

https://s3.amazonaws.com/ieeecs.cdn.csdl.content/trans/su/5555/01/09246737.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=ASIA2Z6GPE73BS6TCKX6&Expires=1635515561&Signature=kPHChgUQRPj4OYpzQqv5z84LgEk%3D&x-amz-security-token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjECUaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJIMEYCIQDvwDZ1WJ%2BqwrbqvwR4nqWvZpCnWUHZR0%2FMv7XqFNSLKQIhAJ8rTK3RiQtOXqJkf55SXITdnu96SzfVhWa6fgSn53lrKqYCCL7%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEQABoMNzQyOTA4NzAwNjYyIgyw28TZUWulAjFh0ncq%2BgEx199hz5bYj5goEaakaevwNvBGCN9HeEvNIpBdmCV0gZSqcmT9SYsXzj7fb1oI9x2TOXZI%2BIZFZKL9QQqTB42AtKD6evR7JGHqmgYd%2BZHHf0gWz2q%2Ft2l4fwtwR%2Fw7Zzgf5YdNc0xTE1UJ2Z7zSav9D1SNR64y%2F6M9E1%2FXtBHez9mXLm2VLkYDFEiE19T3ns%2Beh4y0VlAadccsiTmv8ql%2BGvjhJ1%2BUG2gQygqQYXK64FdaU5V8O13EvLLf%2F3FHOyVEth8VKXWyP3bHunobJbnomPjzqzjs8JO%2FhOdxObGT%2FD3kMj4jOle7MXnwISW5yDFRtttzf%2B%2F7XwJtMNPg74sGOpkBWqcY8tFdkz%2Fwsai%2Bd4h3oq6EKszxn4sOQ5oLbpehIz4njVe4N8mnAUB6R4w4UovfiarZvyaALOFZQm5L5K2%2FdKGf6TOibKz%2FEFGhUFV99qZCfQ2cDKAXI2E6crj0GCHElcViDjWarjE1Zq%2Fn8k3st0OHid5zmc8DTySZ9hWGU8C1qVUhXeMk6tA0V5UGgyXiBWZKOirRYMKq
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IEEE Research

Green is the new  black
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Overview of Findings

The IEEE or The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers is the world’s largest 
technical professional organisation dedicated to advancing technology for the benefit of 
humanity.

When it comes to IT equipment, servers in particular account for a significant portion of a 
facility’s overall energy consumption and environmental impact. Servers, therefore present 
a huge opportunity from a circular economy perspective. To reduce the environmental 
impact of servers, we must recognise the effect that manufacturing, operating, and 
refreshing servers has on the environment. Our work gives new insight into the effect on 
the environment that refreshing servers with remanufactured and refurbished components 
has. The research takes into consideration Moore’s Law and the latest changes in CPU 
design trends. The study measures and analyses the use phase energy consumption of 
remanufactured servers vs new servers with various hardware configurations. 

Our IEEE paper investigates the slowdown of increased CPU efficiencies and how this 
impacts server trends. It has been a widely held belief that each successive generation of 
server is more efficient than the last, and that regularly refreshing to new IT hardware will 
halve the energy bill of in use servers whilst increasing performance. 

The research proves that mechanical and electrical parts don’t wear the same – the use of 
mechanical parts leads to degradation whilst the use of electrical parts does not. This is an 
impactful finding as it proves that performance doesn’t degrade over time.

This paper outlined the following:

• How upgrading an immediate past generation with CPU and RAM can outperform the latest base 
configuration.

• Refreshing with the latest data centre equipment is not always the best economic and 
environmental option for today’s businesses.

• Why at low utilisation, CPUs are becoming less efficient.
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In carrying out our research, we ran a set of thousands of experiments. All evidence was logged with the University of East London and had 
clear research methodology. 

The research carried out tests of brand new servers, then swapped out components such as memory and CPUs with refurbished to run 
another series of thousands of tests.

Then the output is a series of test results which proved there is no discernible difference between new vs refurbished.  

Experiments

Test scenarios Description

TS1 New HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen 9

TS2 New HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen 9 with refurbished CPUs

TS3 New HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen 9 with refurbished SSDs

TS4 New HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen 9 with refurbished PSUs

TS5 Refurbished HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen 9

• x2 Intel Xeon E5-2690V3 @ 2.6GHz

• x2 16GB DIMMs

• x2 600GB SAS

• x2 800W PSUs

• Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 OS

HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen 9 Refurbished HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen 9 New

Like for like scenarios: 
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The tests were run using SPECpower as a benchmark for energy performance, which is 
used widely in the industry by the OEMs – this is the same tool that they use to prove 
their performance. This makes the experiments a true like for like comparison.   

The environmental impact of servers is attributed to three phases: 1) the embodied 
energy associated with the manufacturing of servers; 2) use phase energy consumption; 
and 3) end of life impact (e.g. waste to landfill, with potential toxic biproducts). 

Energy efficiency is calculated by dividing the normalised performance scores by the 
average power consumed across each workload. We can see that 65% of the energy 
efficiency is due to the CPU. SERT 2 efficiency score is the geometric mean of workload 
scores based on the below weights:

Test 
Scenario

Workload Efficiency Score
SERT 2 Efficiency 

Score
CPU Storage Memory

TS1 13.2 29.0 13.6 13.8

TS2* 12.9 31.0 13.6 13.7

TS3 13.1 52.9 13.6 14.2

TS4 13.3 24.5 13.6 13.8

TS5 12.9 32.0 13.5 13.7

5% Storage 30% Memory65% CPU
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Debunking Moore’s Law

There is a law associated with CPUs called Moore’s Law. This means that every 2 years, a CPU will either halve in size or double in density (or 
double in performance theoretically for the same size chip). It has been the case for 35 years that Moore’s Law has been true – CPUs have 
doubled in performance and increased in energy efficiency. Our research, however, disproves Moore’s Law from 2015 onwards regarding 
CPU architecture. In 2015 the incremental change in CPU performance dropped off, from about 10-15% improved performance.

Fig. 1. Impact of CPU lithography on performance and idle power (n represents the number of servers sampled in each 
time frame). Data from the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation, 2007-2019; date format = year/month. 
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Fig. 1 depicts how server performance per watt (the 
orange line) was maintained over the past decade. The 
move from one lithography to another (e.g. from 65nm to 
45nm, 45nm to 32nm, etc.) provided major performance 
gains, as well as a reduction in idle power (the blue line). 
This is mainly due to efficiency gains from reducing the 
size of microchip transistors. However, an interesting 
observation in Fig. 1 is the way idle power increased with 
the introduction of more cores to sustain performance 
gains. 

Over the past few years, we see this with the introduction 
of 8 cores during the 45nm lithography, and then more 
evidently with the stagnation at 14nm. This increase in idle 
power to maintain performance gains per watt has huge 
implications on overall server energy consumption in 
production environments. The average server utilisation 
level is 25% as evidenced by various studies, meaning 
that servers spend most of their life idling. Increasing 
performance per watt at the expense of increasing idle 
power does not necessarily improve server efficiency in 
production environments.

Fig. 1.
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There have been significant improvements in data centre efficiency due to strides made 
in power management and cooling designs. The same cannot be said however for IT 
equipment, where 66% of some facilities’ energy is consumed by servers producing 7% of 
the compute capacity. Our research uncovered the opportunity for cost savings by using 
refurbished servers in refresh cycles along with remanufacturing practices to enhance the 
performance and efficiency of servers. 

At Techbuyer, we define refurbished servers as used servers that are tested and cleaned. 
Remanufactured servers we define as those rebuilt with component upgrades on the core 
product (i.e. motherboard, processor and main memory). Our research found that the 
reliability of refurbished servers is nearly identical to that of new servers. This is because 
their peripheral components, such as HDDs and power supplies tend to fail the most and 
are often replaced during refurbishment. Remanufactured servers are constrained by 
the incompatibility between new CPU models with older motherboards so are limited to 
component upgrades that are compatible for the server model. 

Our work demonstrated how using refurbished IT equipment provides cost savings 
when refreshing servers that are five to six years old. 2nd hand IT equipment performs 
identically to new when refurbished to a high quality and configured correctly and 
upgraded machines can even outperform basic configurations of new machines. It is 
here that we found configuration is king. Significant overall efficiency improvements 
are to be found when reconfiguring younger servers through tactics such as balanced 
memory configurations, upgraded processor technology, and storage reconfiguration. 
Our research found that this performance gain can be attributed to the slowdown in 
Moore’s Law and the fact that newer servers are not maintaining the same efficiency 
improvements as seen in the past.

The research findings also challenge the way we think about server refreshes. CPUs were 
found to be less efficient at low power mode in later machines. This means that if you 
buy a high-powered machine and don’t use it, you are massively overspending on your 
electricity bill and on carbon. The best analogy we can use here is that in other words, it is 
not efficient to use a sports car to drive to the supermarket.

Configuration is King

66%

7%
of some facilities’ energy is consumed 
by servers producing

of the compute capacity.
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The Global Supply 
Chain

Green is the new  black
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The recent supply chain issues experienced worldwide have been caused by a multitude 
of factors. This supply chain turmoil has created severe material shortages, and 
these continue to affect data centres and operations around the world. The below 
graphic represents just how complex the global supply chain is, with product design, 
semiconductor fabrication and packaging, manufacture of component and subsystems, 
and final assembly all being interlinked. 

Overview of Supply Chain Complexities
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Techbuyer is a full partner in a multi-million Interreg-funded project 
Circular Economy in the Data Centre Industry (CEDaCI). The aim of this 
project is to design a pathway towards increased circularity for servers, 
reduce waste, and limit the resources required to manufacture new ICT. 
A particular focus of the project is Critical Raw Materials.

Raw materials are present in most technology and are crucial to the 
wider economy. Dependable and unobstructed access to many raw 
materials is a huge global concern. In the EU, Critical Raw Materials are 
defined as raw materials that are in low or politically unstable supply. 
The European Commission, in addressing the challenge of Critical Raw 
Materials, has created a list of 27 including Cobalt, Gallium, Magnesium, 
Natural Graphite, Silicon Metal, and Tungsten.  

There is a real risk that the increasing shortage of Critical Raw Materials 
will have a serious knock-on effect for many industries. This could 
have severe implications for renewable energy technologies as this 
infrastructure relies on these Critical Raw Materials. Efforts being made 
to achieve a net-zero carbon emissions goal could be significantly 
hindered if we can’t access the materials required to create renewable 
energy technologies. For example, a 3MW wind turbine requires 2000kg 
of rare earths to operate and 75% of the value of an electric car battery 
is in its minerals (source). 

Recently, we have seen how the global pandemic has affected the global 
supply chain of CPUs, or computer chips. Computer chip manufacturers, 
facing a huge demand for their products, are raising their prices 
which in turn increases the cost of electronic items for consumers. 
With component shortages predicted to carry on for many months 
and demand for IT solutions increasing, businesses are increasingly 
turning to the refurbished market in which the supply is secure. This 
was evidenced by our global team who reported that Techbuyer gained 
85% more customers between March and July 2020, plus welcome back 
previous clients who then bought refurbished for the first time. This has 
enabled businesses to keep operations running efficiently. 

EU Critical Raw Materials

Fig 2: British Geological Survey Risk List 2015 – elements of economic 
value where Green depicts low risk and Red depicts high risk. 

https://committees.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/14459/html/
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The United States is in a unique position as it possesses existing 
mineral resources whilst being a leading global producer of materials. 
The US, however, also imports a huge percentage of many materials 
critical to manufacturing. These materials are often imported from 
nations that possess the dominant share of a material’s global 
production and export. Such a situation leaves US manufacturers 
vulnerable if access is limited to these materials which can result 
in two-tier pricing. Two-tier pricing happens when domestic 
manufacturers in the country which produces the materials pay 
lower prices than those charged for exports. This severely hinders 
the international competitiveness of US manufacturers thereby 
creating pressure to move manufacturing away from the US and 
to the country that produces these materials. China, for example, 
is in a unique situation in that it’s the only country that produces 
more than 50% of the global production of 11 minerals critical to US 
manufacturing (source). 

Three of these materials, Rare Earths, Antimony, and Tungsten 
are unable to be substituted without significant cost increases or 
decreases in performance of the products that they are used to 
manufacture. In 2018, the US Department of the Interior published a 
list of 35 critical minerals – 14 of which the US is 100% reliant on the 
import of and include; Graphite, Manganese, Tungsten, Antimony, 
Rare Earths, and Tantalum. 

The fact that certain countries control the majority of the production 
of certain critical minerals plus the negative effects of two-tier 
pricing presents a unique challenge for which solutions need to be 
found. It is essential that we transition from a linear, “make-use-
dispose” model to one built on circular principles, where resources 
are reused and recycled. The aim is that this would accelerate the 
decarbonisation of the economy, cut waste, and reduce dependency 
on imports of raw materials.

US Critical Raw Materials

Fig 3: 35 Minerals Critical to US National Security

Figure 4: The Risk Rating for US, UK and EU Critical Materials that are found in 
Servers

RISK RATING

Material in servers US Federal Risk Register Europe/ British Geological Society

Dysprosium 100% 95%
Neodymium 100% 95%
Praseodymium 100% 95%
Terbium 100% 95%
Vanadium 100% 86%
magnesium 100% 76%
Tantalum 100% 71%
Antimony 85% 90%
Cobalt 72% 81%
Palladium 68% 76%
Lithium 50% 76%
Beryllium 14% 71%
Mercury 71%
Lead 55%
Copper 48%
Aluminium 61% 48%
Gold

https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7249/j.ctt3fh1hs.6?refreqid=excelsior%3Ac63e1de434cd21821c8a1f02592b0337&seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
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The Techbuyer Sustainability Team

Astrid Wynne

Rich Kenny

Jack Nove

Astrid is the Sustainability Lead at Techbuyer Head of Partnerships at INTERACT. Astrid has 
co-authored a number of academic papers including ‘Optimizing server refresh cycles: The 
case for circular economy with an aging Moore’s Law’ published in IEEE. She also is a board 
member at the Free ICT Europe Foundation, chair of the Sustainability Special Interest Group 
at the Data Centre Alliance and represents Techbuyer’s partnership status on five year 
Interreg funded research project CEDaCI.

Rich Kenny is the Group IT Director at Techbuyer and Director of Strategy at INTERACT where 
he leads technical, research and innovation partnerships. He has contributed to the UK’s 
Industrial Strategy through the Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) Committee 
and has been interviewed by the Leadership Council of Great Britain and Ireland. An 
Influencer for the Northern Intelligence forums he gives advice and talks to business about 
innovation, training and sustainability in technology.

Jack Nove is the Sustainability Coordinator at Techbuyer. He has a background in digital 
communications and has recently completed an IEMA-accredited MSc in Sustainability and 
Consultancy at the University of Leeds. His role combines these disciplines, encompassing 
the delivery, reporting, and communication of Techbuyer’s sustainability initiatives and 
efforts.
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Techbuyer is a sustainable IT solutions provider with the circular economy at its core. 
Our team’s priority is to extend the product lifecycle of IT equipment wherever possible, 
in order to reduce the amount of useful technology entering the planet’s waste stream. 
We’re proud of the work we’re doing to further circular practices and maximising IT 
budgets, such as:

Each year we commit to new and ongoing sustainability goals, access our Annual 
Sustainability Report for 2021 here. 

Circular Economy Business of the Year at 
the 2020 IEMA awards.

Sustainable Organisation of the Year at the 
2021 UK IT Industry awards.

A culture of sustainability, evidenced by 
our active employee-led Sustainability 
Committee.

Why Techbuyer

R2 certification for responsible recycling at 
product end-of-life.

We’ve pledged to support 3 of the UN Global 
Goals for Sustainable Development.

We are actively involved in sustainability 
initiatives and bodies both locally and 
internationally.

We are actively working towards Net Zero.

https://www.techbuyer.com/pdf/techbuyer-sustainability-report-2021.pdf
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This information was initially presented by Astrid Wynne and Rich Kenny at SpiceWorks’ 
SpiceWorld 2021 virtual event. The rating is on a 5-point scale, with 5 being the highest/
best score and 1 being the lowest score, and we received the following ratings and 
comments on our speaking session:

Attendees were also asked what some useful takeaways from our presentation were. A 
selection of attendee responses were: 

Attendees provided some additional comments, including:

“Refurbished products are just as good as new and can outperform new servers.”

“The understanding of what materials are in servers and how fragile the supply chain 
is.”

“That second hand isn’t a bad thing for Enterprise and that the [presenters’] entire 
stance was backed up by scientific studies that were published by IEEE.”

“Amazing! So far it has been my favourite presentation, and I now have data and a  
wonderful presentation to take to my management team.”

“I really enjoyed the practical and reasonable conclusions reached.”

“This just helped solidify what I am currently doing.”

Session delivered on 
what was promised

4.53
Would like Techbuyer 
as the speaker again

73%
Attendees viewed 
our presentation

204
Overall Presentation 

Rating

4.49

Addendum

https://www.spiceworks.com/spiceworld/
https://www.spiceworks.com/spiceworld/

